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Abstract

Ethiopia is the country practiced Judaism before Christianity which is unique church in the continent of Africa and glob in holding judo-Christian sect. The church in her traditional believes that forests are shelters of the earth’s crust and provide enormous and beautiful scenery to the world. Most of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church and monasteries are built on hills, mountains and high places with densely forests and trees. This practice and tradition was comes from Eden, the place had all the best and choicest trees and plant, God a tender Father, provide not only for Adam’s needs, but also his pleasure. The church on the earth signifies the new heaven, the holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down of God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband, Adam. Therefore, gardening was the first kind of employment on record in which man was engaged. Though trees and plants produced the necessary flower and fruits by the will of God, dressing and keeping are necessary to maintain in their perfection. This is the under laying principle often considered and practiced by Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church in nature conservation. The review conducted through reviewing published journal articles, published books, published conference proceeding, Holy scriptures, Holy Bible, Holy Bible commentary, church scholars teaching and audio visual documents. The main objective of the paper is to explore past and present work on sacred grove role in general, Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church in particular in mountain ecology management and biodiversity conservation. Accordingly, the review indicates that religious philosophy and practices are playing significant role on mountain management, biodiversity conservation and carbon emission reduction in the changing world. Therefore, incorporating this best practice in biodiversity management and mountain conservation policy formulation is win-win scenario.
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1. Introduction

Indigenous knowledge has been seen as backward, inert and an impediment to modernization (Ellen and Harris, 2000). Erickson and Ardon (2003) stated similarity and difference between scientific and indigenous knowledge; ways of harmonizing in order to contribute for sustainable development goals. Science and indigenous knowledge differ in their capacity to deal with local problems (Appleton et al., 1995; Appleton et al., 2001). Indigenous knowledge is often based on observations and experience gathered over a long time frame at specific phenomenon and places while scientific knowledge is more often describing detailed processes and not often based on observations over such a long time frame (Prado and Weber, 2003). Bhattarya and Tripathi (2004) claimed that scientific knowledge has contributed very little to the development of rural societies around the world; when compared with indigenous knowledge. In a similar way natural resource management issues in developing countries are increasingly mimicking western theories, while the contribution of indigenous cultures and institutions are often overlooked (Fairhead and Leach, 2004). However, indigenous knowledge is now widely recognized to be an extensive, diverse, unique, complex and sophisticated body of knowledge that the people have gained over many generations (De Walt, 1994; Cleaver, 1999 and 2004). The Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church (EOTC), an indigenous and integral Christian Church of Africa, is one of the oldest Churches in the world and founding member of the World Council of Churches
(Alemayehu Wassie, 2004). Ethiopia embraced Christianity and maintained the doctrine of Christ from the era of the Apostles to the present day, as it is narrated in the Holy Bible (Acts 8:26-39) with over 45 million followers, more than 400,000 clergies and 35,000 churches, several Archbishops and dioceses (Aymro Wondmagegnehu and Motovu, 1970). The Church has long history on planting, protecting and preserving of trees (Alemayehu Wassie, 2004). This indicates a cumulative knowledge of spiritual mediums, teaching philosophy, the wise council of elders and the leadership of religious leaders, institutions in managing and conserving resources and strong sanctions for Outliers (Sibanda, 1997; Alemayehu Wassie, 2002). Exploring Holy Scriptures, church scholars teaching and published literature on mountain and biodiversity conservation role for current scientific demand is very important in order to appreciate their role in the pillar of world mountain and biodiversity conservation. Therefore, the review intended to explore Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church on mountain ecology management and biodiversity conservation.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study site description
The study area is Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church. It is the biggest and ancient church in the country in number of followers, economy and age. Ethiopia lies within tropics of 3°24’ and 14°53’ North; and 32°42’ and 48°12’ East. It covers 1,120,000 square kilometers and administrated in nine regional states, one City Council and one City Administration ((Alemayehu Wassie, 2004)). The geographical location of Ethiopia is 09°005’ N to 09°000’ N latitudes and 38°045’E to 38°042’E longitude. The maximum and minimum altitude of the country is 4620 m and 126 m above sea level respectively. The country receives annual mean rainfall of 900 mm and 600 mm respectively and 34.5 °C and less 0 °C is maximum and minimum temperature, respectively. Ethiopia is the third most populous country in Africa next to Egypt and Nigeria with more than 80,000,000 populations and 85.3 percent of the population lives in rural areas (CSA, 2007).

2.2. Literature intended in Reviews
Published journal articles, Published books, published conference proceeding, Holy scriptures, Holy Bible commentary, church scholars teaching and audio visual documents on mountain conservation and climate change mitigation role of EOTC and sacred grove was reviewed critically. The photographs on the document are taken from Google image and published literatures.

3. Agro-Ecological Distribution of EOTC
The Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE) is a landlocked country in the horn of Africa, bounded by Eritrea, Sudan, South Sudan, Kenya, Somalia and Djibouti. Ethiopia has tremendously assorted topography (FAO, 1984b). The multifaceted geological processes began long ago that causes unevenness of the surface, a highland intricate mountains and bisected plateau features. Scholars estimated that about 45% land mass is accounted for mountains which is 500,000 km² (Mohamed Saleem, 1995). These areas are home for about 88% of the population; more than two thirds of livestock population; 95% of the cropped lands and 90% of the economic activities in the country (Constable, 1984). The country altitudes range from 126m below sea level at Dalol depression to 4,620m at Ras Dejen Mountain The plateau in the northern half of the country is bisected by the East African Rift Valley. The rift then descends to the northeast and its lateral escarpments begin to diverge from each other crossing the Afar depression toward the Red Sea coast.
Climatic elements such as precipitation, temperature, humidity, sunshine and wind are affected by geographic location and altitude. Ethiopia, being near the equator and with an extensive altitude range, has a wide range of climatic features endowed high biodiversity. Taking the two extreme altitudes; temperature ranges from the mean annual of 34.5°C at (4620m) with a mean of less than 0°C, where light snowfalls are recorded in most years. Between these extremes a vast areas of plateaus and marginal slopes where mean annual temperatures between 10°C and 20°C.

According to FAO (1984a) rainfall in Ethiopia is generally correlated with altitude. Middle and higher altitudes (above 1500m) receive substantially greater falls than do the lowlands, except the lowlands in the west where rainfall is high. Generally average annual rainfall of areas above 1500m exceeds 900mm and lowlands (below 1500m) are erratic on averages below 600mm (FAO, 1984b).

The Ethiopian multitude agro-ecological zones (AEZs) are traditionally classified into five categories with traditional names assigned to each zone, based on altitude and temperature. Bereha, kola, weinadega, dega and wurch (Table 1). However, the amount of rainfall and its distribution are also important in classifying common agro-ecological zones (fig 3). It is common to associate the traditional zones with elevation and temperature and researchers have classified the vegetation and ecological zones too (Zerihun Woldu, 1999; MoA, 2000).
Table 1: Traditional Ethiopian agro-ecological zones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Altitude (m)</th>
<th>Mean rainfall (mm)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bereha (dry-hot)</td>
<td>500-1500</td>
<td>&lt;900</td>
<td>&gt;22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinadega (dry-warm)</td>
<td>1500-2500</td>
<td>&lt;900</td>
<td>18-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erteb Kola (submoist warm)</td>
<td>500-1500</td>
<td>900-1000</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinadega (submoist cool)</td>
<td>1500-2500</td>
<td>900-1000</td>
<td>18-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erteb weinadega (moist-cool)</td>
<td>1500-2500</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>18-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dega (Cold)</td>
<td>2500-3500</td>
<td>900-1000</td>
<td>14-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erteba dega (moist cold)</td>
<td>2500-3500</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>10-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wurch (very cold or alpine)</td>
<td>&gt;3500</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: MoA, 2000)

In a similar manner within these extremes agro-ecological zone there are a number of ancient Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido churches and monasteries. Most of those churches and monasteries are endowed with natural forests in reach of plant and animal diversity (Alemayahu Wasie, 2005). Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido church has well organized administration hierarchy from top to bottom in order to administrate the resources and provide spiritual and social services for her followers.

![Fig 4: Main Ethiopia Orthodox Tewahido Church administrative hierarchy](image)

The Offices of the Dioceses are those church offices in each diocese under the office of patriarchate. Generally EOTC have 64 dioceses which is 50 in the national distributed throughout the country and 14 outside the country. Every diocese is headed by archbishop and departmentalized in to different administration and developmental department. The numbers of dioceses almost in line with zonal political administration of the country except very few regions (fig 5). All churches and lower administrative parts directly account for their respective dioceses if their issues not managed at parish church council level. Therefore, the EOTC resources directly managed under dioceses next to parish church council in their respective church and monastery.

![Fig 5: Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church Dioceses Agro-ecological Distribution (source)](image)

Parish Council Organization is the laity and the clergy could jointly run and serve the church. Each member of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church family is registered member of the parish council organization at its parish church and entitled to all spiritual services at its parish church. Members of the Parish Council Organization are not only beneficiaries of spiritual services they also build churches, facilitates to generate income for their parish church, and support their church in any way required.

**a. Sacred institution role in nature conservation and climate change mitigation**

Sacred groves might be smaller or larger ecosystems originated from lacerate and blaze system of agriculture left standing around farmlands with and without organized institution services as center for culture and religious life (Gadgil and Vartak, 1976; Alemayahu Wasie, 2002). There are several relicts, endemic and endangered species have been recorded in sacred groves which administrated under sacred institution in their respective localities.
Therefore, sacred institutions are a model for in situ conservation sites and acts as a refuge for endangered and extinct species which becoming ecologically important in the glow of current rates of deforestation and loss of species (Colding and Folke, 1999).

However, the secret behind the conservation success of most sacred institution is taboos and social sanctions on outliers of social custom (Irons, 1996; Brown and Mitchell, 2000; Sosis and Bressler, 2003; Bulbulia, 2009); which indicates global sacred institution experiences on conserving trees in the name of religion and culture with various doctrine of the religions and cultures behind (Gadgil and Vartak, 1975; 1976; Martin, 2000; Baker, 2004). This indigenous religio-cultural institution practice is not only meeting the economic and ecological needs of the people, but also an integral part of their culture and spiritual tradition (Chandrananth and Romm, 1991; Daniels et al., 1993; Lebbie and Freudenberg, 1996; Millar et al., 1999; Mgumai and Oba 2003; Upadhyaya et al., 2003; Ramanujam and Cyril, 2003; Ghate et al., 2004).

Sacred institutions have long and diverse histories in human cultures and demonstrate ancient links between peoples and their environment (Danica et al., 2005). It is a universal human phenomenon not associated with any specific religion or worldview but they have a strong religious context and influenced by local beliefs (Engel, 1985; Boyd and Richerson, 1992; Mathew and Boyd, 2011). Many studies have revealed the importance of indigenous institution cooperation in the conservation process (Lebbie and Guries, 1995; Brown, 2003; Moller et al., 2004; Bhagwat and Rutte, 2006). However, rapid globalization process as well as lack of capacity and facilities to document, evaluate, validate and protect; causes indigenous knowledge becoming threatened and extinct (Johnson and Kru’ger, 2004; Johnson, 2005; Atkinson and Bourrata, 2011).

In nature conservation cultural and religious aspects behind sacred institutions are potential for climate change prediction and shock resistance (Rudiak-Gould, 2012). However, the emphasis on consumption, economics and policy usually fails to engage people at any deep level because it does not address the narrative, the mythological, the metaphorical or the existence of memories of past disasters and the way out (Leduc, 2010; Allison, 2015). The faiths are the holders of these areas and without them; policies will have very few real roots. Religious practices can not only ameliorate hardships affecting communal life, but also animate calls for alternative value systems and lifestyles, knowledge about the weather and its effects on local ecology and physical landforms (Rudiak-Gould, 2015). Some scholars deemed the sense that Biblical Flood was divine punishment induced by human sin (Barnett, 2015). This is in line with the belief expressed by eco-theologian “Global warming is the Earth’s judgment on the global market Empire and the reckless consumption it fosters” (Northcott, 2007). The two ideologies agreed on the moral failures of humanity cause of global climatic change, whether mediated by God or by the Earth. Therefore, without understanding the religious and spiritual dimensions of life worlds, climate change communication, advocacy campaigns and policy development and implementation will be deficient. In general from a Christian theological perspective investigation might be enclosed about ‘creation care’, ‘neighbor care’ and eschatology (Wilkinson, 2010).

Most scholars agreed on religious thought and belief help us to understand the climate change and its solution (Albertson and King, 2010; Clingerman, 2015; Hulme, 2015). This is not dissimilar to the current call for environmental action (Jenkins, 2005). It is a co-function of growing interest in how institutions, communities and individuals engage in adaptation actions to reduce vulnerabilities to extreme weather (Gifford et al., 2011).

b. Sacred Grove in mountain conservation

In the Old Testament, before the revelation of God to the prophets, there was no specific place where people ought to worship the true God and offer sacrifice; instead top of hills and mountains are places of worship for them which is covered with trees and other plants (Alemayehu Wasse, 2004). Mountain and hills were played a significant role in the relationship between being and Almighty ‘Noah expressed his gratitude for deliverance form the flood by making an altar and presenting burnt offerings unto the Lord. The place where the ark rested and the altar built was Mount Ararat’. God appeared to Abraham and told: "Take now thy son, thine only son, Isaac, whom thou lovest, and get thee into the land of Moriah; and offer him there, for a burnt offering upon one of the mountains which I will tell thee of".

The Holy Bible states about Eden as “And the Lord God planted a garden east-ward in Eden; and there he puts the man whom he had formed. And out of the ground made the lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight, and good for food...And a river went out of Eden to water the Garden; and from thence it was parted, and became in to four heads. ” (Genesis 2: 8-10). Because mountains are symbolise the strength and stability, sources of strength, strength of the kingdom of God, the righteousness of God, persons in authority, difficulties.

Castro and Aldunate (2003) stated sacred grove sanctity role in mountain conservation. In the similar way the role of sacred grove in natural geography and land escape protection is significant (Verran, 1998; Martin, 2000). Restoration and protection of Holly hills play very important role in biodiversity protection and overall ecological functioning (Liu et al., 2002). Other researchers demonstrated that sacred forests have persisted longer than non-sacred forest in the ocean of deforestation (Godbole, 1996; Byers et al., 2001).

Sacred grove forests are high diversity and complex structure when compared with non-sacred forests
which might be sanctity and grazing restriction (Virtanen, 2002; Miehe et al., 2003). In a similar way sacred groves are world heritage for nature conservations; specially endemic and endangered species protected and preserved (Nair, 1981; Decher’s, 1997; Carol, 2004).

Sacred geographical features are assortment of a sacred tree reside in a sacred grove on a sacred mountain (Lhalungpa, 1990). This confluence of ecotypes results in extraordinary biodiversity at mountain region is one of the global hotspots (Salick et al., 2004). Anderson et al. (2005) examined the relationships among sacred sites, elevation and vegetation with Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and indicated that; sacred sites are found in more species and diverse habitats than randomly selected non-sacred sites.

c. Christianity in Mountain Conservation

According to Holly Bible (Matthew 5:17-19) New Testament is strengthening of Old Testament. The New Testament does not explicitly mentioned nature conservation, except fruit bearing species such as the fig and palm tree (Sperber, 1994). Since Jesus did not reject the laws of the Old Testament and pleaded to follow those in his Sermon on the Mount (Matthew, 5) which indicate that the laws and environmental ethics of Moses stated on the Old Testament are also relevant for Christianity. As stated on Holly Bible Jesus Christ teaches his follower on mountain (Matthew, 5:1). The commentary of Matthew (5:1) indicates that; mountain is symbol for strength, stability, freedom, and roughness. Jesus Christ teaches on mountain to indicate the historical relationship between mountain, Old Testament and New Testament because mosses formulated Old Testament on mountain. This indicates the strong relationship between mountain and Christianity. Jesus Christ symbolized his divinity as; “I am the true vine, and my father is the husbandman. Every branch in me that beareth not fruitethake away: and every branch that beareth fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring forth more fruit…. I am the vine, ye are the branches” (John 15:1-5). In this statement it is shown that the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ as a vine tree, believers as the branches and his relation to them as the source of all their fruitful and spiritual life. This indicates the relation between trees, Divinity and humanity.

Another sentence explicitly states the relationship between New Testament, tree, water and Divinity in Revelation (22:1-2). “And he showed me a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, proceeding out of the throne of God and of the Lamb. In the midst of the street of it, and on either side of the river, was there the tree of life, which bare twelve manner of fruits and yielded her fruit every month; and the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the nations”.

The Arc of Noah through which man was saved from the evil distraction of water was made of wood and rest on mountain. Old Testament stated care for nature and animal very well (Leviticus 24; Deuteronomy 22). On Genesis stated that; “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth and made every one of them, then he looked at what he had done, and it was good (Genesis 1)”. This indicates the existence of every life and nature in this world is a will of God; therefore, any one acting on the nature unethically is uncompromised the vision of God for his creation.

d. Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church Role in Mountain Conservation

Sacred groves symbolized globally with different names and purposes; which known as church forests, fetish forests and sacred forests (Ormsby and Ormsby, 2010; Cardelús et al., 2012). Therefore, forests and trees enclosed in churches and monasteries are tantamount with the phrase sacred groves in most literature (Bahru Zewde, 1997; Alemayahu Wesie, 2002).

The main theological bases and religious perspective in conserving biodiversity at churches and monasteries compounds is “the Church on the earth signifies and symbolizes the new heaven, the holy city, New Jerusalem coming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a bride, adorned for her husband” (Alemayehu Wassie, 2002). New Heaven (Eden) stated on Holy Bible as “And the Lord God planted a garden east-ward in Eden; and there he puts the man whom he had formed. And out of the ground made the lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight, and good for food…And a river went out of Eden to water the Garden; and from thence it was parted, and became in to four heads.” (Genesis 2: 8-10). The phrase ‘Out of the ground made the Lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight’ which indicates ecological design of Lord not only for human consumption. God left the first man with tasks along freedom and pleasure he had in Eden “And the Lord God took the man, and put him in to the Garden of Eden to dress it and to keep it” (Genesis 2: 15).

Therefore, the Ethiopia Orthodox Tewahido Church followers who are supposed to be the generation of Adam and children of God should esteem and practice this dictated at least in the church compound (Alemayehu Wassie, 2002).
As stated by Cohen and Weintraub (1975), one third of Ethiopia land was belonging to the church before the 1974 revolution. According to Catherine and coworkers average church and monastery forests located at kilometers and half above sea level with mean of 2334 ± 9m (Catherine et al., 2013).

Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation Role of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church

Climate change adaptation actions and locally developed climate change adaptation and mitigation strategies unnoticed the inherent knowledge of local community. However, researchers finding stated that effectual climate change adaptation measures and mitigation strategies are found within the local communities while climate perception and attitude plays significant role in climate change risk reduction and avoidance with degree of available adaptation tools vary from one community to another (Klein et al., 1999; Smit and Pilifosova, 2003; Moser and Dilling, 2004; Smit and Wandel, 2006).

In a similar way Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido church plays significant role on building public perception and attitude causes and consequences of climate change and implementation of climate change adaptation strategy in addition to direct carbon sequestration through forests in monastery and church compounds (Tulu et al., 2012). The main social purpose of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido churches and monasteries are places for worship, burials and meditating religious feasts and festivals in addition to tenable habitats for plants and animals, as well as living organism (Taye Bekele, 1998; Alemayehu Wassie, 2002). This provide gold opportunity for the church to guiding, teaching and preaching her followers regarding goods, terrible and coming global concerns including causes and consequences of climate change, appropriate mitigation and adaptation measures.

Most wood species in monastery and church compounds are endemic to afro-mountain vegetation type which is center for plant genetic diversity and opportunity for climate change mitigation (White, 1983). The unique characteristics of afro-mountain forest ecosystem are its diversity and richness in endemic species (Lovett and Friis, 1996; Friis, 1992). Tulu et al (2012) study stated that, carbon sequestration potential of church forest is comparable with other national and tropical natural forest.
Even if the phenomenon of deforestation has been occurring in the vicinity; the monastery and church forests are kept as it is with minimum disturbance and covers one third land of the country in the past (Cohen and Weintraub, 1975; Melaku Bekele, 1992; Taye Bekele, 1998). This indicates carbon in church and monastery forests are kept in highly secured bank for a century.

f. Religious thought and Tradition of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church in Nature Conservation

Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church is an ancient native basilica in Africa (Alemayehu Wassie, 2002). The traditions of planting, taking heed of, and preserving trees is a long history in the church. The spiritual bond between tree planting, conserving and protecting is based on the Holy Scriptures and church Scholars thought. The commencement of the creation history stated that; “the earth was without form and was void. Then it was made into a habitable place and nature was adorned, that means populated with flourishing and pleasant trees. It was not an ivory house or a place overlaid with gold and silver, but a garden. The heaven was the roof of Adam’s house, and never was any roof so curiously painted. The earth was his floor, and never was any floor so
promise, the Lord and the savior Jesus Christ came to save Adam and his generation. This was done by Jesus’ persons violated the commandment and ate the special tree. The consequence was a curse, later, based on God's pure water proceeded. It is visualized and believed that there are heavenly rivers infinitely surpassing the rivers of this world. They are rivers of water of life, not coming out of Eden, but proceeding out of the throne of God (Genesis Commentary stated on Alemayehu Wassie, 2002). "And by the river upon the bank thereof, on this side, on that side, shall grow all trees for meat, whose leaf shall not fade, neither shall the fruits thereof be consumed: it shall bring forth new fruit according to his months that is twelve times in the year, because their waters they issued out of the sanctuary, and the fruit thereof shall be for food and the leaf for medicine" (Genesis 1).

The first man residence was not an ivory house or a palace overlaid with gold and silver but a garden endowed and adorned by nature, occupied with flourishing and pleasant trees. The shadow of the trees was his retirement; under them was his dining room; and this was so good that King Solomon was not arrayed like them in his Kingdom. According to this holy statement, forests and other plants were shown how they were necessary for human worldly life and pleasure. It has also shown their right to exist in earth as long as man exists as they were created in one of the days of the creation week. So, no one has the right to destroy them except the Lord God who made them and armed with the biblical perspective, it would be suicidal to destroy them by man whom they were created for.

Trees attached with the failure of first man and Lord Jesus Christ saving process of human beings. "And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, of every tree of the garden thou mayest freely eat: but of the tree of the Knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt thereof thou shalt surely die (Genesis 2: 16-17). Sorrowfully, the first persons violated the commandment and ate the special tree. The consequence was a curse, later, based on God’s promise, the Lord and the savior Jesus Christ came to save Adam and his generation. This was done by Jesus’ holy blood, crucified on the holy cross-made of wood/special trees. This indicates eating, cutting and destroying trees without permission is causes a serious consequence. In the contrary the ark of Noah by which, he, his family and a pair of female and male animals of all types of the earth were saved from the evil destruction of trees without permission is causes a serious consequence. In the contrary the ark of Noah by which, he, his family and a pair of female and male animals of all types of the earth were saved from the evil destruction of water, was made of gopher wood (Genesis 6). Thus, trees and other plants are integrated with the Christian’s religious life and their mere existence reminds of all the ups and downs of human beings from creation till the end of this world.

Trees and forests have been symbolized on several occasions both, in the Old and New Testaments of the Holy Bible, to remind prospects in the spiritual life of human beings with their presence and graceful habitation, and the contrary in their absence. In connection with these, some interesting biblical words can be quoted about trees. “Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly, Nor standeth in the way of sinners, Nor sitteth in the seat of the scorners. But his delight is in the law of the Lord; and in his law doth he meditate day and night. And shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water, that bringeth forth his fruit in his season; his leaf also shall not wither; and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper” (Psalm 1: 1-3).

“O God! Thou art my God; early I will seek thee: My soul longeth for thee, how shall I stretch my flesh in a dry thirsty land, where no tree and water” (Psalm 63: 1-2).

“And by the river upon the bank thereof, on this side, shall grow all trees for meat, whose leaf shall not fade neither shall the fruits thereof be consumed: it shall bring forth new fruit according to his months that is twelve times in the year, because their waters they issued out of the sanctuary, and the fruit thereof shall be for food and the leaf for medicine” (Ezek 47:12).

This is the religious milieu in tree planting and preserving tradition of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church.

Therefore, Churches must be furnished and adorned with graceful trees and beautiful gardens. ‘Gardening was the first kind of employment on record in which man was engaged. Though trees and plants produced the necessary flower and fruits by the will of God, dressing and keeping were necessary to maintain the different kinds of trees and plants in their perfection. To cultivate, keep and preserve the garden from all intruders was the duty of man. It is not conceivable that man could have been happy if inactive. God gave him work to do to get his bread distributed to his happiness; for the structure of his body as well as his mind plainly proves that he was never intended for a merely contemplative life’ (Genesis Commentary stated on Alemayehu Wassie, 2002). This is the commandment considered and practised most in the monastic life of Ethiopian
Orthodox Tewahedo Church.

There is no published research on mountain conservation imaginative tradition of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church. However, from existing knowledgeable church scholars, ‘Mountains are whispered symbol of strength and stability; signify places or sources of strength, the strength of the kingdom of God, the righteousness of God, persons in authority and difficulties, Mighty kings and kingdoms are symbolized as the tall mountain’. Aligned with thoughts and teaching most of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido churches and monasteries are built on hills, mountains and high places with dense forest.

In procession with divine aspects, plants in monasteries offer several material benefits for monastic community; sources of fuel wood that is required for services of the church, provide shade from the scorching sun for the clergy, laity during mass and religious festivals, stems of the standing trees give support to individuals during prays, add aesthetic value to the church and hermits and monks used as praying sanctuary, feed on the leaves, fruits and other parts of the wild plants (Taye Bekela, 1998).

In generally, the significant material and service importance of trees and forests in church and monasteries compound prioritized by church scholars; respect to God's place, grace for the churches and monasteries, microclimate amelioration, resting places and sanctuaries for saints, serve as traditional church schools (learning and teaching under the shade of trees), soil erosion control, provide sweet aroma and odour to the church, serve to justify land ownership. In addition, trees and forests around churches and monasteries symbolise the fact that God created Adam and placed him in Eden; trees and forests around churches and monasteries symbolise the appearance of God to Abraham under a tree; trees and forests around churches and monasteries symbolise the faithful laity; trees and forests around churches and monasteries are symbols for life after death; church and monasteries forests are used as symbols or examples in the teaching or propagation of Gospel; church and monasteries forests are national heritage; churches and monasteries are holy places as they are houses of God, therefore, forests and trees grown in God’s compounds are considered as sacred, and trees and forests in the church and monastery compound are symbolic of the presence of angels guarding the church. Therefore, it is precious heritages passed from many generations with the sacrifice of holy fathers and mothers. They have got blessings of many saints beneath their roots where their holy flesh rested in peace.

4. Conclusion and Recommendation

Most of global community perception is directly and indirectly relay on their respective religions, cultures and taboos. Those religions, cultures and taboos allied implicitly with nature; particularly forest, mountain and water body directly and indirectly. Therefore, considering that social institution in nature conservation is a central point. In the similar way the review revealed that sacred grove in general church forest in particular play significant role in mountain ecology management, biodiversity conservation and climate change mitigation. Therefore, world and regional mountain initiative, conservation organizations, development agents, donors and researchers recommended working with sacred grove resources and indigenous knowledge behind those resources in order to preserve our common future from illegal intruder. In addition world sacred grove association, world indigenous knowledge society, respective scientist and organization on the area strongly recommended to promote and consult policy formulator on equal importance of sacred grove knowledge with western science in nature conservation in order to preserve our remnant forest and conservation activity success.
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